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–EXTENDED ABSTRACT –
NOBUKO YOSHIDA
The monadic $\pi$-calculus [13, 11, 5, 3, 6] is a powerful formalism in which we can
construct complex structures of concurrent computing by combining simple monadic
name passing. The construction of significant computational structures in this calcu-
lus is done by passing and using private names between interacting parties to control
the sharing of interaction points. For example, the following process expresses com-
munication of a sequence of names (below ax.P is input and $\overline{a}v.P$ is output, $(a)P$
denotes scope restriction, and $c,$ $z$ are fresh).
$az.zx_{1\cdot 2^{ZX_{3}.P}}zX.|(c)\overline{a}C.\overline{C}v_{1}.\overline{C}v_{2}.\overline{C}v3\cdot Qarrow P\{v_{1}v_{2}v_{3}/x_{1}x_{23}x\}|Q$
(0.1)
In this example, coming from [13], the private channel $c$ is used during interaction, so
that, after the initial step, the communication of $v_{1},$ $v_{2}$ and $v_{3}$ is done deterministically
without interference from the third party. This example also shows that we can
represent polyadic (multiple) name passing from monadic name passing. Another
example with a more complex communication structure follows.
$az.zX_{1^{\overline{Z}}1\cdot 2\cdot 2}.vZX\overline{\mathcal{Z}}v.P|(c)\overline{a}C.\overline{c}w_{1}.cy1\cdot\overline{C}w2\cdot cy2\cdot Qarrow+P\{w_{1}w_{2}/x_{1}x_{2}\}|Q\{v_{1}v_{2}/y_{1}y_{2}\}$
(0.2)
Note input and output are mixed together. As in the previous example, once two
parties start interaction, a sequence of communication is done following a prescribed
protocol using a private channel. The same scheme can be easily $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ to more
complex communication structures, including those with parallelism and complex in-
formation flow.
As a means to study rich computational structures representable in name passing
processes, a notion of types called sorting was introduced by Milner [12] and has been
studied extensively since then [1, 19, 2, 16, 17, 10, 18, 4, 9]. Sorting shows how a
name carries another name. For example, if $v$ has a type, say, $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$ , and we have a
term $\overline{a}v.0$ , then $a$ should have a type $(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t})$ , a type which carries nat. This idea and
its ramifications have been used to analyse significant semantic properties of calculi
with polyadic name passing. However, as was already noticed in [12], the sorting in
the monadic $\pi$-calculus is not powerful enough to type-abstract known encodings of
polyadic name passing like (0.1) above: Indeed, (0.1) becomes ill-sorted if $v_{1},$ $v_{2},$ $v_{3}$
have different sorts. As far as we know, the situation remains the same with the
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refinements of sorting proposed in [16, 9, 4]. This means, among other things, the
sorting restricted to the monadic terms does not give as rich semantic analysis as in
the polyadic case, while behaviourally the above encoding does mimic polyadic name
passing. In general, this is because the sorting does not capture the dynamic structure
of interaction, especially those using the transmission of private names as in (0.1) and
(0.2), which is omnipresent even in the polyadic setting.
In [22], we develop a syntactic theory of types for monadic $\pi$-calculus which extends
the sorting in a simple way and by which we can extract the abstract operational
structures of $\pi$-terms including those of (0.1), (0.2) as well as more complex ones
$(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}.[22])$ . The key technical idea is to represent a class of dynamic communication
$\mathrm{b}\dot{\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}$ of mobile processes using simple combinatorial expressions, i.e. graphs. In
a graph type, nodes denote atomic actions and edges denote the activation ordering
between them, representing as a whole a deterministic protocol a process will be
engaged in. As a simple example, suppose we have two terms $gb.(CX.\overline{b}x|(f)\overline{d}f.c\prime X.\overline{f}x)$
and $px.(\overline{c}X|\overline{c’}x)$ . Then they may be given types: Here on the left side, the action
$*\mathrm{b})-\mathrm{C}\}\mathrm{x}arrow \mathrm{b}\}\mathrm{x}$
$\backslash _{\mathrm{d}}\}_{(\mathrm{t}\gammaarrow \mathrm{C}\dagger^{\mathrm{x}}}’arrow \mathrm{f}|\mathrm{x}$
$g\downarrow(b)$ (the input of fresh name $b$) should take place directly preceding $c\downarrow \mathrm{x}$ and
$d\uparrow(f)$ (and indirectly all the rest), while there is no activation ordering between, for
example, $c\downarrow \mathrm{x}$ and $f\uparrow \mathrm{x}$ in the same graph. Now if two protocols are compatible, we
can compose them via “cuts,” i.e. pairs of complementary atomic actions, to yield
more complex types. Think of the following composition of the above two terms:
$(cc’f)(\overline{g}b.(cX.\overline{b}x|\overline{d}f.C’x.\overline{f}X)|px.(\overline{c}X|\overline{c’}x))$ (0.3)
The process of giving a type to this composed term is illustrated in the following.
$\mathrm{O}$
The picture shows how the term (0.3) is given a type on the right hand side after the
procedure of “cut elimination.” Notice how the original activation ordering relations
are merged to generate a new relation, so that a proper graph structure arises even
if the original types are trees.1 In the above example, the existence of two arrows
going to $b\uparrow \mathrm{x}$ shows that the action should take place after its two parent actions take
place. It also shows how the graph-based representation allows a refined expression
1We also note that such protocol composition enables the distribution and merging of information
in communication, and the increase of parallelism, so can have a practical significance. It also plays
a key role in theory of combinators for mobile processes [6, 7, 21].
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of the flow of control in comparison with the syntactic construct like prefix, while still
keeping a simple combinatorial structure. Compared with sorting and its refinements,
the graph type-. tries to capture dynamic interactive behaviour of name passing pro-
cesses including the new name $\mathrm{p}$.assing (as $d\uparrow(f)$ above) based on a simple graphical
expression. .. .$\cdot$ .
This departure from the type abstraction of static usage of names to that of dynamic
process behaviour makes it possible to type-abstract many non-trivial computational
structures representable in $\pi$-calculus. Indeed it allows us to solve Milner’s open
issue mentioned above in a sharper form. We show that not only the encoding of
sorted polyadic $\pi$-terms into the monadic terms is typable preserving the original
type structure, but also it results in equational full abstraction: let $=_{\mathrm{P}}$ and $=_{\pi}$ be
suitably defined behavioural equalities over sorted polyadic $\pi$-terms and monadic $\pi-$
terms, respectively. Then we get: . $\cdot$
$P=_{\mathrm{P}}Q\Leftrightarrow[P\mathrm{I}=_{\pi}[Q\mathrm{I}$
where [ $\cdot \mathrm{J}$ is the standard encoding from polyadic $\pi$-terms to monadic $\pi$-terms. In the
untyped setting, we can only get $”\Leftarrow$” (adequacy) direction in terms of usual weak be-
havioural equivalences. This is due to possible violation of “protocols” by environment
processes, and relates to the lack of precise type abstraction of the communication
structure of various encodings such as (0.1) and (0.2) in preceding type disciplines,
even though the effect of process types on behavioural equalities has been studied
since the work of Pierce and Sangiorgi $[16, 9]$ . In this context, our result (which
seems the first of this kind with respect to the encoding of polyadic name passing)
shows how precisely our type discipline captures essential behavioural information
these protocols carry. What may be surprising is that this can be done using a simple
idea of graph-based types and a small typing system. Moreover the results can be
easily extended to encodings of calculi with more complex communication structures,
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}.[22]$ . We also notice that the polyadic name passing is a typical example of en-
coding of high-level communication structures into $\pi$-calculus, cf. [11, 8, 20], so that
the presented construction and its extensions will hopefully become a basis for using
typed equality over $\pi$-terms to verify semantic equality of various target languages
and calculi in a uniform framework. The detailed definitions of graph types, the full
abstraction result shown in this abstract and their proofs can be found in [22].
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